GOVERNMENT OF TELANGANA

OFFICE OF THE
COMMISSIONER OF TECHNICAL EDUCATION
TELANGANA :: HYDERABAD

Cir. Memo: SDC/TSSTEP/2015          Dt:07-12-2017

Sub: TECHNICAL EDUCATION – AICTE seeking data from all Institutes to promote student innovation / start-ups - Reg.
Ref: The Mail received from Prof. Anil D. Sahasrabudhe, Chairman, All India Council for Technical Education (AICTE), New Delhi, Dt: 04.12.2017.

****

With reference to the subject cited, wherein the Chairman, All India Council for Technical Education (AICTE) has informed that the AICTE is putting persistent efforts to promote student innovation & start-ups through which they are marking efforts to harness the creative potential of youth across their affiliating institutes. Towards contributing for the cause of “Start-up India” call of Hon. Prime Minister Shri. Narendra Modi, AICTE has developed national student start-up policy which was released by Hon. Former President of India at Rashtrapati Bhavan on 16th November 2016.

During the past one year AICTE has taken strong measures to implement the key mandate of the above mentioned policy involving wide range of stakeholders. They are also handholding various universities, state Government & allied stakeholders to take additional measures to deploy the student innovation & start-up mandate at grassroots level. AICTE successfully organized National Student Start-up summit this year and is collaborating with various global start-up & innovation ecosystems to providing exposure to their start-ups and allied stakeholders. As a part of the national benchmarking they are seeking data from all institutes primarily focused around their efforts to promote student innovation / start-ups. Each Institute is requested to fill their information at https://goo.gl/forms/cVyIX3fbY1Lus36Bj2 by 11th December 2017.

In this connection, All the Principals of Government Polytechnics are requested to fill the information at https://goo.gl/forms/cVyIX3fbY1Lus36Bj2 by 11th December 2017.

Encl: As above

Sd/- U.V.S.N.MURTHY
For COMMISSIONER

Copy to the Principals of All Govt. Polytechnics under control of Department of Technical Education.
Copy to Secretary, SBTET, TS, Hyderabad.
Copy to RJD (TE), TS, Hyderabad.
Copy to the Chairman, All India Council for Technical Education (AICTE), Nelson Mandela Marg, Vasant Kunj, New Delhi-110070.
Copy to Stock File/ Spare.

//F.B.O//
Sub- Benchmarking of efforts to promote student innovation/start-ups across AICTE colleges under Start-up India Initiatives

Dear Sir,

You might be aware about the persistent efforts of AICTE to promote student innovation & start-ups through which we are making efforts to harness the creative potential of youth across our affiliating institutes. Towards contributing for the cause of “Start-up India” call of Hon. Prime Minister Shri Narendra Modi, AICTE has developed national student start-up policy which was released by Hon. Former President of India at Rashtrapati Bhavan on 16th November 2016.

During the past one year AICTE has taken strong measures to implement the key mandate of the above mentioned policy involving wide range of stakeholders. We are also handholding various universities, state governments & allied stakeholders to take additional measures to deploy the student innovation & start-up mandate at grassroots level. AICTE successfully organised National Student Start-up Summit this year and is collaborating with various global start-up & innovation ecosystems to providing exposure to our start-ups and allied stakeholders.

To gauge the ground efforts of all AICTE affiliating institutes across the nation, Start-up Policy Implementation Unit at AICTE is gearing up to measure the efforts and its possible impact. As a part of this national benchmarking, we are seeking data from all institutes primarily focused around their efforts to promote student innovation/start-ups. Each institute is requested to fill their information at [https://goi.gpl/forum?0y1A3bYf1lU36Hj2](https://goi.gpl/forum?0y1A3bYf1lU36Hj2) by 11th December, 2017. This will help in better managing the strategies and better impact. We will share a comprehensive report after detailed analysis which may assist you in shaping policies and action agenda for student innovation & start-ups at your level.

We would like to request you to share this with all AICTE approved institutes under your purview so that we could collectively achieve the larger goal to harness the innovative & entrepreneurial abilities of our young students & alumni.

(Anil Sahasrabudhe)

To,

Director of Technical Education